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As a German citizen, one can get a visa on arrival and so I did not apply beforehand. I also
did not have to pay any visa fees.

At the airport.

When I reached there.

My health insurance in Germany covered me there so I did not get any additional
insurance.

None that I know of.



I have a DKB account which is really helpful in withdrawing money for free from ATMs abroad. One really
important think to know about Lebanon is that US dollars as well as Lebanese pounds are accepted everywhere. I
made the mistake of taking euros in cash. If one takes US dollars in cash that should be good to as they are
accepted almost everywhere.

My supervisor knew my host professor so that made it easier.

The host institution provided me with an office, library access but also a student gave me
an introductory tour which was very helpful. My PhD supervisor at WWU Muenster was
also really helpful and available whenever I needed help. Giving regular reports to my
supervisor also helped me set up my aims and served as a trip diary.



Lebanon is not your typical Middle Eastern country so it was different from what I
expected. Of course knowledge of Arabic is good and helpful in Lebanon. But in Lebanon,
especially the Christian communities spoke French more than Arabic. Lebanon is also
quite diverse in terms of religious communities. There is NO ONE Lebanese culture. It is
perhaps advisable to read up a bit on Lebanese history and try to understand the Sunni,
Shiite and Christian history of the country. Although may be they try not make it apparent
to tourists or foreigners but deep divisions along religious lines still exist in the country. It
would be good be develop a sensitivity to the differences beforehand.

Did not find that difficult to fit in to the academic life in Lebanon. The research tradition
there is also quite strong. Just that I do mostly quantitative political science and most
scholars there do qualitative political science. But it was nice to share our different
perspectives on the Middle East and the applicable methods.

I like the IP@WWU quite a lot. I think the people responsible try their best. But of course if
more students go to diverse countries it would nice to have more perspectives and
information on different parts of the globe.



I would rate it really highly. They were really interested in my work. We also talked about
future collaborative projects. The students were quite interested as well and we had
wonderful, long conservations on academics. The international environment made it quite
easy to settle at the institution.

Youth Hostel

A friend who had conducted research there advised me about the accommodation.



Quite a lot. The place is called Beirut Hostel run by a non-profit NGO headed by a German
woman working with refugee populations in Beirut. One could get a bus to Byblos for $1
and it took like half an hour.

The internet was good and I had access my own work space; also had access to libraries.
Cannot complain about anything.



During the time I was there, my host supervisor was really, really busy. But was still
available in case of something important. The good thing was I was always in touch with
the students there who could help with everything. At the end of my stay had a few fruitful
discussions with my supervisor which made up for her scant availability in the beginning.

My aim was to gather public opinion on the topic of dissertation. Lebanon is an extremely
complex country and two weeks can definitely not be enough. But was able to conduct
some really useful interviews and got an understanding of how people think in the country.
A piece advice about Lebanon for a social science researcher is that it is probably one the
most complex countries to wrap ones head around in the beginning just because it may
seem impossible to generalize giving the diversities of opinions there.



 / yes, ____________ €. 

Mostly the institutions there are teaching heavy rather than research heavy given the
constraints of resources. Therefore professors spend a lot of time teaching. One needs to
therefore take that in to account when trying to work with professors there as they might be
busy with teaching and administrative activities other than research.
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Lebanon is quite expensive perhaps even more so than Germany, so one has to be quite careful with money there.

300

400



Maintain a diary for ethnographic data collection using observations from the field, as well as information gained through interacting with the local population.

Give a lecture/seminar on my research at the Lebanese American University and get valuable feedback for my dissertation.

Consult and gain input on dissertation from my host professor and other faculty at the Lebanese American University.

Conduct semi-structured interviews scheduled and with a snowball sample of interviewees.

Develop an understanding for future collaborative research projects with the Lebanese American University.

Quite informative and eye-opening. Have been to many Middle Eastern countries before
but Lebanon has been the exception. The religious cleavages as well the merging of
different cultures makes this place, to say the least, quite interesting. A Westerner could
live in the Beiruti Christian neighborhood of Geitawi and would feel at home. Similarly a
right wing Shia could live in the southern Beirut and feel at home. It definitely opened many
questions for further investigation.

Talking to students from very diverse backgrounds at the Lebanese American University.

Getting a sense of the conditions at the refugee camps in Beirut where it seemed to be rife
with drugs and poverty.



I think a minimal period of two months would be the least to able to gather survey as well
as interview data in Lebanon from diverse populations. Just because there is so much
heterogeneity in the population.

Firstly, Lebanon is quite expensive so one has be careful about money. The Lebanese
American University where I was, as well the Ameircan Univesity are top places to do
social science research and are highly recommended. As far as living is concerned, I think
for a western Christian individual it would be most comfortable in Christian areas like
Geitawi in Beirut. Diverse neighborhoods like al-Hamra in Beirut are also good to live in
especially if one looking for a more international experience. It would be perhaps be
uncomfortable to live in Hezbollah dominated neighborhood as those are the most
conservative areas. Overall Lebanon is a decent place to do research in the Middle East
but has its darker sides too especially when one gets to know the people there more
closely.

Very difficult question to answer but really depends on what one would like to study.


